as far as your goals I could see why I didn't meet my goal Neat to see day by day progress Dashboard Dislikes Connect to calorie tracker and get credit for calories burned -my fitnesspal (iPhone) Can't set the goals/set for 4 miles but may want more Being able to put in height and weight to track BMI and weight loss Calorie thing (lack of) Don't ask for your measurements (height and weight) and how movement impacted these measurements Not a way to see % change from last week Is there a way to see feedback on your goal? (Suggestion to achieve goal next week) Could have tips to reach your goals if you didn't Still bland
MOVband Likes Time Backlight Didn't have to charge it It is really good feedback in terms of my moves and steps It didn't reset your miles every day so you can see how many miles per week instead of per day It blended in Easy to put on Wasn't as bad wearing it every day as I thought it was going to be Resets automatically at midnight Not easily reset -kid friendly Miles feature Liked how a "move" was a little more exaggerated than a step Liked how the rubber doesn't absorb liquid (sweat) I didn't mind sleeping in it People at my job thought it was a smart watch Almost the same reported mileage as the treadmill MOVband Dislikes Doesn't show the date Other ways to wear it other than wrist Smaller band -constantly was adjusting it Not waterproof I wish it had a thing for steps too I wish that it was a different style; I had it on with a dress when I went to a nice restaurant Didn't have a timer Stood out (physically off of the wrist) Made me take it off for certain things/events Just don't like things on my wrist Clasp moves around and doesn't always do what it's supposed to Time is vertical I didn't like sleeping in it. It was too tight. If I loosened it then it would move around my wrist Orientation --round/horizontal I wish the miles reset every day Wear and tear for a short period of time I wished that it was more like a bracelet I didn't like that it didn't have Bluetooth
